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Accor becomes AccorHotels and asserts its desire
to make everyone “Feel Welcome”

Accor, the world’s leading hotel operator, becomes AccorHotels and adopts a
new signature.

A new name
With its new name, AccorHotels, the Group proudly upholds its hospitality
business. It aims at increasing the clout and visibility of AccorHotels, which is
both an institutional and a commercial brand, by connecting it to its digital
platform AccorHotels.com. It also intends to place the brand at the center of
its ecosystem of hotel brands.
In order for the Group brand and the hotel brands to cement their reciprocal
bonds, AccorHotels will endorse all the brands’ communications and provide
them with the credibility, assurance and expertise of an international leader.
Likewise, the brand portfolio will always feature in AccorHotels’
communications to boost the appeal of both the Group and its digital platform.

A new signature: Feel Welcome
The Group also has a new simple, striking and universal signature that
emphasizes on its desire to federate: Feel Welcome.
Feel Welcome encapsulates the generosity and the very essence of hospitality.
It is a promise addressed to all our audiences: customers, employees and
partners, so that they feel expected, unique and privileged.

A new brand territory
To reflect the Group’s ambition, the new identity features a more statutory
logo containing deep blue typography. This new logo continues to showcase the
Group’s symbol, the single, emblematic honey-colored bernache goose. This
migratory bird is the brand and mobile app icon. It symbolizes group spirit,
determination and travel.
The new brand platform is also upheld by a Group’s manifesto which includes a
semantic charter so that the brand’s personality can be reflected in every
public address. The new visuals reflecting the spirit of service in the Group’s

hotels and an original brand’s musical identity come to supplement this new
brand platform.
This new identity is already visible on the Group’s space in the Village at
Roland Garros, of which AccorHotels is an official partner.
Sébastien Bazin, AccorHotels Chairman and CEO, declared “Today, our Group
changes and loudly and clearly proclaims its desire to go further, faster. Accor
becomes AccorHotels and proudly re-assumes its role as a pioneer hotelier
that never stops innovating and surprising, at the cutting edge of digital
technology, but while remaining a hotelier, first and foremost. The Feel
Welcome promise is a strong commitment to all our audiences and enriches
the bond between the Group and its brands.”
Follow the press conference from 9am Paris time on : www.twitter.com/accorhotelsnews
#ACCORHOTELSDDAY
Follow the live web cast of the press conference
On Youtube : vidéo App AccorHotels
Download the app : iOS / Androïd
ABOUT ACCORHOTELS
AccorHotels is a Group united by a shared passion for hospitality and driven by a shared promise to make everyone Feel
Welcome.
Over 180,000 women and men in 3,700 AccorHotels establishments look after thousands of guests every day in 92 countries.
AccorHotels is the world’s leading hotel operator and offers its customers, partners and employees:
- its dual expertise as a hotel operator and franchisor (HotelServices) and a hotel owner and investor (HotelInvest);
- a large portfolio of internationally renowned brands covering the full spectrum, with luxury (Sofitel, Pullman, MGallery,
Grand Mercure, The Sebel), midscale (Novotel, Suite Novotel, Mercure, Mama Shelter, Adagio) economy (ibis, ibis Styles, ibis
budget, adagio access and hotelF1) establishments;
- a powerful marketplace and loyalty program Le Club AccorHotels
- almost half a century of commitment to corporate citizenship and solidarity with the PLANET 21 program.
Accor SA shares are listed on the Euronext Paris exchange (ISIN code: FR0000120404) and traded in the USA on the OTC marketplace (Code:
ACRFY)
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